
Table 3-3. Types of Multiplication and Division Problems (Grade Three) 

Number of Groups  
Unknown Product Group Size Unknown2 

Unknown3 

3 ? =  18 and   ? × 6 = 18 and 3 6 = ? 18 ÷ 3 = ? 18 ÷ 6 = ? 
There are 3 bags with 6 If 18 plums are shared equally If 18 plums are to be packed, 
plums in each bag. How and packed into 3 bags, then with 6 plums to a bag, then 
many plums are there alto how many plums will be in how many bags are needed? 
gether? each bag? 

Measurement example Equal  
Measurement example Measurement example You have 18 inches of string, Groups 
You need 3 lengths of string, You have 18 inches of string, which you will cut into pieces 
each 6 inches long. How which you will cut into 3 equal that are 6 inches long. How 
much string will you need pieces. How long will each many pieces of string will you 
altogether? piece of string be? have? 

There are 3 rows of apples If 18 apples are arranged into If 18 apples are arranged into 
with 6 apples in each row. 3 equal rows, how many ap equal rows of 6 apples, how 
How many apples are there? ples will be in each row? many rows will there be? 

Arrays,  Area example Area example Area example 

Area What is the area of a rectan A rectangle has an area of 18 A rectangle has an area of 18 
gle that measures 3 centime square centimeters. If one side square centimeters. If one side 
ters by 6 centimeters? is 3 centimeters long, how is 6 centimeters long, how 

long is a side next to it?. long is a side next to it? 

Grade-three students do not solve multiplicative “compare” problems; these problems are 
Compare introduced in grade four (with whole-number values) and also appear in grade five (with unit 

fractions). 

General a b = ? a ? =  p  and p ÷ a = ? ? b =  p  and p ÷ b = ? 

Source: NGA/CCSSO 2010d. A nearly identical version of this table appears in the glossary (table GL-5). 

In grade three, students focus on equal groups and array problems. Multiplicative-compare problems 
are introduced in grade four. The more difficult problem types include “Group Size Unknown”  
(3 ? = 18  or  18 ÷ 3 = 6 ) or “Number of Groups Unknown” (?  6 = 18, 18 ÷ 6 = 3 ). To solve problems, 
students determine the unknown whole number in a multiplication or division equation relating three  
whole numbers (3.OA.4 ). Students use numbers, words, pictures, physical objects, or equations to 
represent problems, explain their thinking, and show their work (MP.1, MP.2, MP.4, MP.5). 

2.  These problems ask the question, “How many in each group?” The problem type is an example of  partitive or fair-share division. 

3. These problems ask the question, “How many groups?” The problem type is an example of quotitive or measurement division. 
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